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Background
For four years, starting in 2015,

joined by volunteers from the Culver

members of the Culver City

City Action Network (CCAN) in

Community Coalition (CCCC)

canvassing and producing this report.

studied the issue of protections for

Together they formed the group:

renters. The group hosted numerous

Protect Culver City Renters (PCCR).

presentations, inviting experts in the

Protect Culver City Renters hopes

field to shed light on the situation.

that this report will work as a

Presenters included representatives

productive conversation starter for

from People Organized for Westside

Culver City. We understand that the

Renewal (POWER) and Elena Popp

issue of rent control is divisive, as

from the Eviction Defense Network.

the outcome of the November 2018

Eventually, the group decided

election made clear with the defeat

to conduct a survey for the dual

of Proposition 10. Nevertheless, we

purpose of understanding how much

believe that progress can be made

renters know about protections

when the goal of protecting renters,

that could be adopted in Culver

especially those who are the most

City, and what their opinions are on

vulnerable, is at the center of the

the subject. CCCC volunteers were

conversation.
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87%

Summary
In 2018, the Culver City Community Coalition
(CCCC) conducted a survey to learn about
renters’ perspectives on housing affordability and
to understand renters’ opinions about policies
affecting them that could be adopted by Culver
City. The survey was conducted by volunteers
going door to door and had over 100 respondents
who represented a cross section of Culver City
neighborhoods.
The results were very clear:

94% of respondents consider the problem
of housing affordability a serious or an
extremely serious problem
79% think that the Culver City Council
should do something about the problem

favor
Inclusionary
Zoning

94%

favor a more
informative
city website

84%

favor
“Just Cause”
ordinance

64%

favor a
rent registry

75%

favor
relocation
assistance
paid by landlords
in the event of an
unfair eviction

80%
favor

rent control
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Culver City residents think housing
affordability is a serious problem.

Over 94% of respondents felt that housing affordability in Culver City is either an
“extremely serious” (50%) or “somewhat serious” (44%) problem. This was true
for both renters (95%) and owners (90%).
Eighty percent of renters surveyed said they were worried about being able to
afford their rent if costs continued to rise. Almost 80% of those who completed
the survey felt the city council should take action to address the problem.

Are you worried about not being able to
afford your rent in the future?

NO
28%

4

MAYBE

12%

YES
60%

In your opinion, how serious of a problem
is housing affordability in Culver city?
4
74

2

Not Serious

19
OWNERS

Serious
RENTERS

Are you worried about not being able
to afford housing in Culver City?

16
64

No
11
3
OWNERS

Yes
RENTERS
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Have you given any consideration to moving
because of the rising cost of housing?

57%
IN COMPARISON:

40%

Thirty-three percent of
Californians say the cost
of their housing makes
them seriously consider
moving out of the state,
and an additional 10%
consider moving elsewhere
within California.

3%
NO RESPONSE

NO

YES

Do you think the Culver City Council should do
something about the rising costs of housing?
79%

8%
NO

6

14%
MAYBE

YES

“BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF
RENT CONTROL , I AM NOW
HAVING TO MOVE OUT OF
CULVER CITY WHICH IS A
CITY I GREW TO ABSOLUTELY
LOVE. MY RENT IS BEING
INCREASED 20% BUT MY WAGES
ONLY INCREASED BY 3%.”
MICHELLE BENAVIDES, FORMER CULVER CITY RENTER
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Policy Solutions
The survey asked about six different
policies, most already implemented in
nearby municipalities, that would offer
protections for renters.
Each received a favorable response from
respondents with 94% in favor of more
accessible information for landlords and
tenants, 87% in favor of Inclusionary
Zoning, 84% in favor of a “Just Cause”
ordinance, 80% in favor of rent control,
74% in favor of relocation assistance
to be paid by landlords in the event of
an eviction, and 64% in favor of a rent
registry.

LANDLORD-TENANT
MEDIATION BOARD
Currently, Culver City’s only
policy that addresses renter
issues is the Landlord Tenant
Mediation Board. The board,
comprised of landlords,
renters and other residents,
does mediate disputes
regarding rent increases.
However, participation in
mediation provided by
the Board is voluntary
for participants and
agreements between parties
are not legally binding.

AFTER BEING TOLD TO LEAVE
HER APARTMENT WHERE SHE’D
LIVED FOR OVER 10 YEARS,
SHE SAID “I CONSULTED AN
ATTORNEY. HE SAID ‘CULVER
CITY? YOU HAVE NO RIGHTS.’”
AURA WALKER, FORMER CULVER CITY RENTER
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Accessible Information
One way to provide information to tenants and landlords would be
though the city’s website. Culver City’s existing website
has very little information for renters. Over 94% of respondents agreed
that that the city should be doing more to educate
both renters and landlords about their rights and responsibilities.

Should Culver City City Council provide clear
and thorough information to tenants about
their rights and responsibilities and educate
the community on issue affecting housing?

54%

STRONGLY AGREE

40%

AGREE

NEITHER AGREE
OR DISAGREE

3%

DISAGREE

2%

STRONGLY DISAGREE

1%
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2+925+ 37+ 27+
Rent Registry

Over 64% of respondents were in favor of a rent registry. While a registry would
not, in and of itself, prevent rents from rising, it would increase transparency and
allow the city to see when, where and how quickly rent increases occur. It would
also establish an accurate record of vacancies. Coupled with a code enforcement
program, a registry could be used to ensure all rental housing is safe and meets
basic housing maintenance requirements.

Should Culver City require landlords
to register their properties
and the rent they are charging?

37%

27%

25%
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2%

9%

STRONGLY DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE
OR DISAGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY AGREE

1+87+ 46+ 38+
Just Cause Ordinance

Over 84% of respondents were in favor of Culver City adopting a “just
cause” ordinance. This would require landlords to have a reasonable
or “just” cause for eviction. Causes could include: not paying rent on
time, destroying property, or violating the lease agreement. Currently,
Culver City does not have a “just cause” ordinance, so landlords can
evict tenants without any reason at all as long as they provide the 60-day
notice defined in CA state law.

Should Culver City have an ordinance with
only a few specific reasons a landlord can
have for evicting a renter?
46%

38%

1%

8%

7%

STRONGLY DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE
OR DISAGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY AGREE
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“OUR WONDERFUL TEACHERS
AND STAFF ARE ATTRACTED
TO OUR SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUT ARE OFTEN FORCED
TO FIND A PLACE TO LIVE
THAT’S FAR AWAY. AFTER
A COUPLE OF YEARS THEY
START LOOKING FOR A JOB
CLOSER TO HOME. TURNOVER
IS TRAUMATIC AND NOT A
SUSTAINABLE MODEL FOR
BUILDING EXCELLENT STAFF
PIPELINES AND EXCELLENCE
IN RELATIONSHIPS AT ALL
LEVELS OF THE DISTRICT.”
KELLY KENT, CCUSD PRESIDENT
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1+916+ 38+ 36+
Relocation Assistance

Seventy-five percent of respondents agreed that Culver City should
require relocation assistance be paid by landlords for renters being
evicted without a specific and justifiable reason. A Relocation Assistance
policy could be put in place in conjunction with a just cause ordinance,
to apply when a unit is being permanently removed from the housing
market, when eviction is required for major rehabilitation of the unit,
when the unit will be occupied by family members of the owner, or when
there will be a conversion to condominium or commercial use.

Should Culver City require relocation
assistance by landlords for renters
that are being evicted without a fair reason?
39%

36%

16%

1%

9%

STRONGLY DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE
OR DISAGREE

AGREE

STRONGLY AGREE
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Rent Control
LIMITS TO RENT CONTROL

The Costa Hawkins Act
of 1995 imposes strict
regulations on how
rent control operates in
California. As a result,
single family houses,
condos and dwellings
built after 1995, are
exempt from rent control
laws. Approximatly
95% of Culver City

Over 77% of respondents were in favor of some form of rent control.
Rent control would place limits on how much rent can be increased
over a period of time. Culver City is an anomaly, as rent control laws
exist in many surrounding cities including Los Angeles, Santa Monica,
Beverly Hills and West Hollywood. Rent control can take different forms.
In Los Angeles, rents can only be raised between 3% and 8% per year,
(the percentage is tied to the Consumer Price Index). In Santa Monica,
rent control ordinances are even stricter, with annual increases ranging
from 0% to 6% and Rent Control Board Commissioners there retain
the discretion to impose a dollar-amount ceiling after holding a public
hearing.

renters live in dwellings
built before 1995.
Additionally, Costa
Hawkins protects a
landlord’s right to raise the

Do you favor or oppose rent
control laws in your area?

rent to market rate on a
unit once a tenant moves
out. If it had passed,

80%

Proposition 10 (a measure
on the 2018 ballot),
would have repealed the
Costa Hawkins Act and
would have allowed local
jurisdictions to create
their own policies. Culver
City voters supported
Proposition 10, with
59.2% of voters in favor
of repealing the law.

16%

1%
FAVOR
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MAYBE

2%
NEITHER

5%
NO RESPONSE

OPPOSE

Inclusionary Zoning
Over 87% of respondents were in favor of a policy called
Inclusionary Zoning which would set aside a percentage
of units in new buildings for low and middle income
tenants. Some housing experts have recommended that
at least 20% of all new residential construction should
be designated “Below Market Rate” in order to actually
make a dent in the shortage of affordable housing.
While Inclusionary Zoning policies would not directly
protect existing renters, it was still a popular policy with
respondents.

COUNTY RENT FREEZE

In November of 2018,
the Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors voted
to impose a temporary
rent control measure
in unincorporated Los
Angeles County (including
nearby Ladera Heights,
Baldwin Hills, and Marina
Del Rey) that would
prevent landlords from
raising rents more
than 3% each year.

Should Culver City require
developers to set aside some
affordable units in new buildings
(“Inclusionary Zoning”)?

The “rent freeze” originally
set to expire on June 18,
2019 has been extended
until the end of the
year, while the board
takes time to flesh out

46%

6%

6%

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEITHER AGREE
OR DISAGREE

AGREE

to prevent people from
falling into homelessness.

41%

1%

a permanent ordinance

STRONGLY
AGREE
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Survey Respondents
The survey sample was comprised of 80% renters, with one respondent
stating that he rented an apartment to live in while renting out a house
he owned. The survey included residents who had lived in their current
homes from less than one year to over 20 years.
Members of PCCR conducted the interviews one-on-one in eight
neighborhoods across the city. Surveys were conducted in English
(92%) and in Spanish (8%). There were 13 Spanish-speaking homes, one
bilingual Dutch/English survey taker, and one bilingual Turkish/English
respondent.

S U R V E Y R E P R E S E N TAT I O N

8%

DOWNTOWN
CLARKDALE

13%

10%

8%

17%

ARTS DISTRICT

13%

LUCERNE HIGUERA 17%

10%

MCLAUGHLIN

24%
24%

OTHER

9%

19%

FOX HILLS

1,000 ft

16

19%

Do you rent
or own your home?

RENT

How long have you lived
in this dwelling?

20+80+z
80%

OWN

LESS THAN 2 YRS

16%

20%

30%

2 TO 5 YRS

6 -14 YRS

34%
20%

MORE THAN 14 YRS

Do you consider yourself…
53%

29%

WHITE

LATINX

8%

8%

2%

ASIAN

BLACK OR
AFRICAN AMERICAN

NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR
OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDER
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+9+30+37+23

How long have you lived in Culver City?
37%

30%

24%

9%

LESS THAN 2 YRS

2 TO 5 YRS

Are you registered to vote?

92+8+z
NO

MORE THAN 14 YRS

If yes, which elections
do you vote in?

YES

8%

18

6-14 YRS

92%

ONLY PRESIDENTIAL

ALMOST EVERY ELECTION

EVERY ELECTION

21%

36%

43%

“WHEN INTERVIEWING
RENTERS, I FOUND THAT
LATINOS WHO LIVED IN
A MIXED-STATUS HOME
WERE MORE FEARFUL TO
ANSWER THE SURVEY AND
ASKED REPEATEDLY TO NOT
INCLUDE THEIR ADDRESS OR
NAME. CLEARLY, THE MOST
VULNERABLE MEMBERS OF
OUR COMMUNITIES ARE THE
LEAST LIKELY TO SHOW UP
TO THE CITY COUNCIL TO
ADVOCATE FOR THE RIGHT
TO LIVE IN A SAFE AND
COMFORTABLE HOME.”
PAULA AMEZOLA, CULVER CITY HOMEOWNER
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Conclusion
When the City of Culver City
was established, the City Charter
spelled out that it was enacted “to
establish a responsive, efficient,
effective and accountable
government through which all
voices in our diverse community
can be heard.” Protect Culver City
Renters surveyed renters in the
City with the goal of elevating
their voices. Our hope is that our
government will listen.
The Housing Element of the Culver
City General Plan, approved on
January 27th 2014, established these
goals:
• A city with residential

And as part of various objectives it
included these policies:
• Conserve existing affordable housing,
particularly rental and assisted units.
• Improve access to quality housing for
all members of the community by
eliminating discrimination, reducing
physical constraints, increasing the
number of affordable housing units, and
supporting access to emergency shelters.
• Promote housing opportunities
for families of all income levels to
help maintain the family-oriented
character of the city into the future.
• Promote rental assistance programs
to minimize the extent to which

neighborhoods that offer residents

lower-income households must pay

the qualities of a peaceful, small-

more than 30% of their income for

town environment.
• A city with a variety of housing
opportunities that complement and

housing.
• Promote fair housing and nondiscrimination in housing sales and

enhance the city’s goals for continued

rentals by supporting organizations

economic vitality and prosperity.

that provide information, counseling
and mediation on fair housing laws

• Promote access to affordable housing

and landlord-tenant disputes.

for all income levels and address the
housing needs of the homeless and
special needs populations.

•

Prohibit discrimination in the sale
or renting of housing to anyone on
the basis of their race, ethnicity,
national origin, sex, age, family
status or sexual orientation.
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Despite these worthwhile goals,
the current situation for renters
in our community is untenable.
Long-term tenants, seniors and
families are being forced to leave
the area. Our neighborhoods and
schools are becoming less racially
and economically diverse. This
change is happening quietly, with
vacancies and “for rent” signs
popping up overnight. The fact is,
without policies in place, Culver
City renters are vulnerable to being
displaced. As the survey results
demonstrate clearly, renters and
most homeowners agree that renters
need protections.
The time has come to change course.
Culver City needs to commit to
policies that promote community
stability by adopting the following

Principles for Protecting
Renters:
• Affordability: Culver City must
commit to providing housing that does
not place an undue financial burden on
tenants. For example, tenants should

• Community Stability: Culver
City must promote policies that
protect renters from unjust evictions
and exorbitant rent increases that
force tenants to move. Children are
especially vulnerable, as leaving school
mid-year can lead to academic and
emotional problems.
• Accessibility: Culver City must
acknowledge its history of deliberately
excluding people of color and low
income residents. It must commit to
doing the right thing today particularly
by providing affordable housing to
historically marginalized populations.
• Quality: Culver City must commit
to ensuring that tenants live in safe
and sanitary conditions. Landlords
must be held accountable for repairs
and maintenance and must not use
ordinary repairs as an excuse to raise
the rent.
• Recourse: Culver City must provide
legal resources to tenants who face
unfair evictions and rent increases.
The Tenant/Landlord Mediation Board
must be augmented or replaced by a
more effective body.

not have to choose between paying rent
and buying food or medication.
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Methodology
The PCCR survey begins with five questions used in
a survey conducted by the Public Policy Institute of
California (PPIC) in 2017. PCCR used these questions so
that we could compare the responses obtained in Culver
City to those of residents across the state. The remaining
questions pertained to respondents’ opinions about
specific policies that could be implemented by the Culver
City Council to protect renters.
In constructing the survey, care was taken to ensure
that questions were worded so that the respondents
were free to express their own opinions. We are grateful
to the members of PCCR and others with academic
and professional backgrounds in the social sciences for
providing their expertise in the development and delivery
of the questions, as well as with analysis and reporting of
the survey data.
The sample only included Culver City residents.
Between January and July 2018, interviewers sought out
renters; canvassing duplexes, apartment complexes, and
single family homes. Homeowners encountered were
also invited to participate. Six interviewers knocked
on approximately 250 doors, which resulted in 108
completed surveys.
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“AS A COMMUNITY, WE LOSE
OUR MORAL COMPASS WHEN
WE SEE RISING HOUSING COSTS
AS SOMEONE ELSE’S PROBLEM.
WE ARE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER.
IN CULVER CITY, WE PRIDE
OURSELVES ON BEING A DIVERSE
COMMUNITY FOR ALL PEOPLE.
WHEN WE HOLD TO OUR VALUES,
OUR RESPONSE WILL BE EASY.”
REV. DR. FRANCES WATTMAN ROSENAU@
CULVER CITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
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